
Have You Got the Message Yet? It’s About Alignment!
What  Father  wants  is  for  his  sons  to  align  completely  with  his  heart,  mind  and  plans.  That’s  our
responsibility. He’s not demanding it. He’s not going to punish us in any way if we don’t. What he’s been
doing is teaching us how to be sons – part of his deprogramming from being Christians or ‘followers of
Jesus’.

Our first instruction on alignment came in 2015 in a CCOP prophetic message. This is what he said:

“See to it, Canberra, that this happens. It is your responsibility, it is your city, you live here. You are
the people, you are the politicians. It is your responsibility to toe the line and bring things into order,
into alignment with me. This is the day of decision making, a day of weighing in the balance.” 1

Here’s the importance of being in alignment, as far as Father’s concerned:

• ‘Alignment’ was used by him in 68 CCOP messages since 2015

• ‘Align’ was used by him in 168 CCOP messages since 2015

The year 2015, the year of our first notification, was just one year after messages were received around
the world about alignment.

In the year before (in 2014), Bill Burns released this prophetic message containing this introduction:

“In 2012 God began to reveal his divine government to the hearts of those who desired to live under
his rule. In 2013 the Lord brought his order into the lives of those willing to live under his rule. Divine
order has been established among his people.

2014 will be known to many as the "Year of Prophetic Alignment". In this season the Spirit of the Lord
will   align   his people with his purposes  . This alignment will be brought by way of revelation of God's
purposes (plans) for individuals; these revelations will come through dreams, visions, prophetic words,
signs, and wonders.

We must stand watch and listen so that the opportunities for  alignment are not missed. When the
revelation of  God's  purpose  comes,  you will  be  aligned,  brought  into  spiritual  positioning,  to  go
through the door that is being opened to you.” 2

In 2014 there was also a call for alignment through Elaine Tavolacci:

“I will…bring you into alignment with My will as deep calls out to deep” 3

Later, in 2016, David Wagner was given this message:

“I Am granting you access to secret chambers and dimensions of my heart. You are being armed with
an arsenal of my ability and I am adorning you with my favour like never before. Accept my word and
align yourselves with what I have spoken. Anticipate the greatest hour that has ever existed.” 4

It’s now exactly 10 calendar-years since the first message was published by
Forerunners calling for our alignment with Father and our King. These massages

originated prophetically – straight from The Throne. 

1 – EXTRACT: MESSAGE – “For Canberra” (4-4-2015)   canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/MESSAGE-Canberra-4-4-2016.pdf 
2 – I released this message to Forerunners for their discernment as Bill is still in the church system and writes with charismatic content.
      EXTRACT: “2014 A Year of Prophetic Alignment and Divine Fulfillment” (17-1-2014)  www.elijahlist.com/mobile/display_word.html?ID=13021 
3 – I released this message to Forerunners for their discernment as Elaine is still in the church system and writes with charismatic content.
      EXTRACT: “Eye has not Seen” (26-12-2013)   www.hiskingdomprophecy.com/2014-the-eye-has-not-seen   or   HERE 
4 – EXTRACT: “Prophecy for 2014” (10-1-2014)   theheartoftheworshiper.blogspot.com/2014/01/prophetic-word-for-2014-david-wagner.html 
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Here’s the most recent message urging us to align with Heaven:

“"I will lead you to a high place in the Spirit," says the Lord. "Progression will be your theme as you
move with me. I have things to show you, but you need to make sure that your reach is beyond your
grasp;  that  your expectation is  beyond what  you can see in the natural  realm. That  which seems
impossible will become possible when you align your will with mine."” 5

What’s been our personal response to this directive? 

How much of our lives, thoughts, attitudes and desires are in alignment with the Trinity?

Laurence
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5 – Marsha Burns “Small Straws in the Soft Wind” Oct. 22, 2023)   ft111.com/smallstraws.htm    [ARCHIVE: ft111.com/straws2023.htm]
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